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*may also be referred to as the "Complaints Matrix" in your partner agreement
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understanding Deliveroo’s
refund process

If a customer’s order goes wrong, they can get a fast, hassle-free resolution
because of the technology we have built alongside our Partner Policy on
Customer Compensation

1

Customer reports order issue
If a customer has an issue with their order, or part of their order,
they can use the Self-Serve tool in the Deliveroo app or speak with
a member of our Customer Services team to claim a refund.
Depending on the speciﬁc circumstances of the issue we apply
tailored compensation values. Compensation may take the form
of re-delivery, credit or a refund.

2

Deliveroo or restaurant/partner
responsibility?
If the customer’s issue results in a refund, either Deliveroo or your
restaurant or store will be responsible for covering the cost of the
customer refund. This depends on whether the issue was within
your responsibility, or if the issue occurred during the delivery of
the order.

If the responsibility lies with Deliveroo, we will pay for the refund.

3
Notify restaurant/partner
We will email you a summary of any refunds you are responsible
for on the day they are processed. The email includes the order
number, time of order, items impacted, and the amount refunded
to the customer, which is charged to you.
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If the responsibility lies with your business, you will be charged for
the refund.

Deliveroo’s approach to
customer care
Our approach to customer care differentiates us from other platforms by
offering customers a best in class experience.

We have policies
and resolutions
that maximise the
customer
experience

We resolve issues
on behalf of our
partners

We believe that having live customer support
options available to customers at all times is
critical to our proposition and operations.
● We provide live support to customers before /
during / after their order
● We have multiple channels for customers to
contact us: Call, Chat and In App Self-Help

We know many things can go wrong with an order,
and our Care team works ﬂexibly with customers
and partners to offer the best possible solution to
the customer.
● We allow customers to make live updates to
their order (e.g. address changes)
● We help partners ﬁnd solutions to fulﬁll orders
when issues arise (e.g. offering alternatives to
customers when a dish is sold out)
● We offer re-deliveries where possible to
maximise resolutions to customers

We resolve customer queries on behalf of our
partners, meaning partners can focus on their
operations, unlike other delivery platforms that
encourage customers to contact the restaurant.

How much do we compensate?
Correcting issues quickly signiﬁcantly increases the likelihood of a customer ordering again. We
will continue to apply tailored compensation values to each issue, depending on the speciﬁc
circumstances of the problem and the menu items that are affected - for example the
compensation for a delivery that was received late may be higher the longer it was delayed.
Depending on the issue, compensation may take the form of re-delivery, credit or a refund.
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We allow
customers to
contact us
whenever
necessary

protecting you from
customer fraud

Customers that claim
more regularly than usual

Locations that claim more
regularly than usual

Our systems look at the number
of orders a customer has claimed
a refund on, including what
percentage of orders they have
tried to claim a refund on.

This varies by exact location, but we
regularly monitor for fraud coming
from either speciﬁc addresses or small
clusters of locations. Where
necessary, we are able to block these
addresses.

Customers that claim
for a high value order

New customer claims

Customers that claim for a larger
than normal amount will be
escalated to a specially trained
Customer Services team who will
perform enhanced checks on the
customer’s account.

Claims from new customers that
do not pass risk checks are
escalated to our Customer
Services team who manually
check the customer's account to
ensure they are legitimate.

Customers that claim an
entire order is missing

SMS veriﬁcation for new
customer accounts

We go through a series of
checks to ﬁnd out what actually
happened once the order left
the restaurant. For example, we
look at whether the rider was in
the vicinity of the customer’s
address, or if the rider
contacted the customer to let
them know they arrived.

We do not allow customers to
create multiple accounts using
the same phone number or email
address.
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We have robust measures in place
to detect and prevent customer
fraud. Where we expect customers
may be submitting fraudulent
claims, refunds are not given

protecting you from
rider fraud

We have robust measures in
place to detect and prevent
rider fraud
Zero tolerance policy for
fraudulent behaviour

Track and review signiﬁcantly
long order journeys

If a rider is ﬂagged for
fraudulent behaviour, our
dedicated Rider Support team
will investigate what has
happened. If the rider is found
to have committed fraud, they
will no longer be able to work
with Deliveroo.

We review any order journeys that
take signiﬁcantly longer than
expected. In instances where riders
indicate they are at the restaurant,
but are not in the correct location,
or are taking signiﬁcantly longer to
travel to the restaurant or
customer, we review this behaviour
and take action as appropriate.

We respond to all reports of
riders not using thermal bags to
ensure food is delivered in great
condition and as prepared by the
restaurant.

We do not allow riders to
have multiple Deliveroo
accounts
Our system identiﬁes cases
where two riders are regularly
seen to be travelling within close
proximity on a signiﬁcant number
of orders, suggesting both
accounts are being used by one
individual rider. This helps us to
reduce the risk of food being both
late and cold.
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Strict policy on riders
using thermal bags

our partner policy on
customer compensation*
You will only be charged for an order that has gone wrong if it was within
your control or responsibility (incl. if the issue occured while the order
was still in your premises). This typically includes*:

Customer compensation
paid by Deliveroo

Missing or unavailable
items in an order

Late deliveries due to
rider delays

Wrong items in
an order

Food spilled or damaged
in transit (unless due to
packaging)

Incorrect order
handed to the rider

Cold food

Food prepared incorrectly
or to a poor quality (incl.
food safety claims)

Order not delivered to
the customer

Dietary requirements not
met (incl. allergens issues)

Unable to ﬁnd a rider
to pick up the order

Incorrect information
provided about menu items
on the platform

Customer cancelled
the order due to
rider delays

* Effective 23 September 2021, 10am GMT
* For Marketplace+, Pick-up or Table Service orders, partners will continue to be wholly responsible for Customer claims, as
Deliveroo is not responsible for delivery in those circumstances.
* Examples only, for a complete picture of Deliveroo and Partner responsibilities refer to your partner services agreement with
Deliveroo.
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Customer compensation
paid by partner

tips to prevent order
issues from happening

If a customer has a good experience, they
are more likely to order again.
Here’s what you can do to ensure your customers have
a great delivery experience, and reduce refund costs.

Print and attach
tickets to bags Write the order
number on each
bag and tie bags
together so riders
don’t miss any

2

Mark items as
‘unavailable’ - Use the
tablet to mark items
that you don’t have in
stock as ‘unavailable’
so you are able to
fulﬁll the full order

3

Handover checks Tick off each item on
a ticket to conﬁrm
contents in the bag
are correct. Put a
checklist with
common missing
items at the dispatch
area e.g. drinks

4

Seal your bags Use stickers or
tape to seal the
bag closed so
there are no loose
items. They may
get lost

5

Prepare order
safely - Ensure
food is cooked
thoroughly and in
line with food
safety guidelines

6

Conﬁrm order
# with the
rider - prevent
handing the
wrong order
to the rider
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1

need more help or want
to dispute a refund?

What if I disagree with
a refund claim?
We're always striving to make sure our processes are as robust
as possible, but if you feel there has been a mistake and would
like to dispute a refund claim, our team is on hand to investigate
further. All you need to do is reply to the daily refund email within
72 hours with the following details:
● Order ID #
● Name of the speciﬁc item with a refund issue
● What mistake you believe has happened in refunding
that item

If we agree with the dispute, we will process a payment
adjustment to reverse the refund, which will appear on your next
available payment statement as ‘Contested customer refund’.
If we do not agree with the dispute, we will explain why we
cannot reverse the refund.
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All disputes will be evaluated on a case by case basis.

